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I chose this article because it discusses several compelling reasons to why creativity and

children's education go hand in hand. I really liked their assessment of creativity being an

essential human skill. It also discusses the viewpoints of teachers and their experiences with

children becoming more involved when working on a creative project. A line from this article

that stood out to me was, "Struggling students do very well when they are permitted to unleash

their creativity or explore a topic of personal interest." As a student who struggled with writing

coming to SLA and being introduced to creative writing, coming up with my own stories, and

having more discretion in what I write, I grew to appreciate it and look forward to more projects

like that.
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I chose this source because it provides information on the importance of creativity in

children’s education. I really liked when they stated, “Educators need to support children in the

process of discovering and developing their creative potential, which is essential for them to

adapt in an ever changing world and to become innovative scientists, artists, engineers, and

entrepreneurs of the future.” It brings up a vital point, which is that children have a significant

impact on shaping the future, therefore it's critical to guide them in a way that will improve their

lives and leave the future in good hands.
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I chose this article because it caught my attention. This source emphasizes the importance

of creativity in coming up with new ideas and solutions to issues. It also emphasizes the

importance of critical thinking in creativity. Curiosity drives children to ask questions and try

new things. My favorite line from this article is, “The more kids are trained to perform, and the

more a particular right answer becomes the goal of learning activities, the more the mind narrows

its focus and fears failure or being wrong.” In their assignments, students aren't allowed much

leeway. They are taught to remember rather than adapt and generate concepts.
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I chose this article because it makes an excellent argument. It explains why it is necessary

for educators to inspire creativity in classroom lessons. Children require guidance, and since

teachers are the ones who educate us, it is only natural that they should be the ones to help

children become more creative. “Children need encouragement and support to develop their

creativity (and by extension, to develop important life skills, self confidence and relationship
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building) and the process of creative expression is beneficial to both the child and the educator.”

I believe this quote encapsulates the article's main topic of discussion.
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This article appealed to me because it is informative. It emphasizes how creativity is the

starting point for children's achievement. Children will learn something new every day if they are

encouraged to explore their learning environment. Maintaining a creative mind in children does

not necessarily imply artistic ability. Creativity is more of a state of mind. It improves your style

of thinking. It may be useful to children later in life in fields such as politics or media marketing.

The line that struck out the most to me was,“There is no crime in promoting creative pursuits for
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This article does not particularly address education, but it does address the decline in

children's creative thinking. Today's children rarely go to the park or make believe, instead, they

are absorbed in electronics. As stated before in this article, “Cultivation of children’s natural

creativity takes effort, however, and we can’t expect every child who’s spend daily life sitting

upright in a classroom chair or slouched over a screen to wake up and spontaneously exclaim,
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‘Give me an empty cardboard box so I can turn it into an elephant sanctuary!’” We can't do much

about it, but teachers could strive to incorporate it into classes and projects.
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I decided to choose this article due to the fact that it discusses how to approach creativity

in education in greater depth. how to approach creativity in education. Though the rest of the

articles I chose were very similar, this was the only one with a new angle. It covered a wide

range of topics, not just how important creativity is in education, but also why, how to promote

it, and what atmosphere is best for children to learn in. A point I liked from this article was,

“This means that there is no external force that pushes learning into one direction or another;

rather, learning and teaching emerge through socially embedded interactions.”
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This website appealed to me because it provides a comprehensive list of creative

activities. Drama, craft, music, and dance are all activities that allow kids to express themselves

creatively. Creativity thrives when children are given the freedom to explore their own interests.

When parents are supportive and allow their children to express their hobbies, they build

confidence. Children's self-assurance begins at an early age and lasts throughout their lives.

Their self-assurance may propel them forward in life, allowing them to become public speakers

who are comfortable with themselves and unconcerned about what others have to say.
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“Experiencing, discovering and experimenting are the most important parts of preschooler

creative activities.”
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I chose this document because it is very beneficial. It's quite interesting learning about

creativity from a scientific perspective. They believe that creativity is the process of creating

original things. That creativity is the development of raw opinions, inventions, and ideas. I like

how they make a point about how unique creativity can be. “The creativity is different in each

individual and even the creativity processes within each individual are different." They discuss

how children as young as two years old should be encouraged to be creative. Being creative will

help you think more creatively and tackle circumstances more effectively.
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This article speaks about how creativity is an important aspect of a child's development.

It has an impact on their social, intellectual, physical, and emotional development. Rather than

talking to someone about their thoughts, many children may use art and instruments to express

themselves. These activities make children feel good about themselves and their

accomplishments. Children engage in bodily interaction with the world while they play and

assemble toys. They use their senses to learn about the world around them and to connect with

what they already know. As children get older, they learn to think critically and solve problems.
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In this sense, the preschool creative curriculum helps young learners explore several options,

assess them, and decide how to use them in the right situation. “Kids are inborn innovators with

vivid imagination and a unique manner of self-expression.”


